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To:
cc:
Subject: The Proposal of Article 23 of Basic Law in Hong Kong

To whom it may concern:
Hong Kong, China

Re:  The Proposal of Article 23 of Basic Law in Hong Kong
---------------------------------------------------------

Dear Sir/Madam,

We fully understand your situation which are under  pressure from
mainland  China and hastily tried to implement the Proposal of Article 23
of  Basic Law in Hong Kong. I believe it is neither  your choice of
selection for your citizens to follows.

The current  so-called "anti-subversion law" is neither necessary nor
appropriate. We believe the Hong Kong good reputation business , tourism,
finance hub is at stake and can be ruined in no time when foreigners find
it harder  to establish a better prospective and a good business
environment. Many countries observed that it is restricting the freedom
of speech and assembly, basic human-rights and abuse of international
human-rights. which are against the will of the people.

Most common law are to protect the citizens rights and not being abuse.
Under the pretense of protecting national security, the consultation
document proposes to allow the police more power so they can enter and
search private dwellings and investigate financial records in a state of
emergency. This kind of act  which occurred in  mainland China by ransack
homes of  innocent, kind-nature of Falun Gong practitioners and arrest
people without proper legal procedures. Under this proposal, this may
also happen in Hong Kong. The people in the world witnessed that it’s
cruel intention of persecution in mainland China in-human torture against
the kind, innocent Falun Gong practitioners which caused 531 deaths under
police custody. This should not happen at all.
Note: Falun Dafa is Good!

Under such a situation scenario, I strongly against the Proposal of
Article 23 of  Basic Law in Hong Kong and it should not be implemented at
all.  It would not gain support by your local citizens and acceptable by
the people worldwide.

We encouraged the Hong Kong SAR government have a sense of understanding
and urgency not to implement Proposal of Article 23 of  Basic Law in Hong
Kong. The people of Hong Kong should not live in fear. We strongly oppose
any measures in which "national interest" or "security" may be used as a
pretense to attack innocent people.
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Your Sincerely,

Phay Yiu Chuang


